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THE TEAM IS GOING TO THE
PHILIPPINES!

IN THIS ISSUE

The countdown is on!

BUCKET LIST FOR

Thanks to you, DropMock is able to throw a party for

ENTREPRENEURS

THE ULTIMATE SUMMER

a children's orphanage in the Philippines! The team
will be traveling for a full week to throw the party,
create some incredible video content and strategize
for the DropMock mainstream launch.
Lee Pennington, Jamie Ohler, Mark Laxton as well as

THOUGHTS FROM A
HIGH PERFORMANCE
COACH

Martin, Abby, Chrish, Arlene, Danisa, Giane,
Ferdinand, Elmar and Angelo are going to be on the
trip! The party will include entertainment, food and
fun for the staff and kids to enjoy the day together.

THE HD VIDEO
CONTEST WINNERS

We know they are going to have a blast! We are
hoping to get as many pictures of the party as
possible, but due to safety concerns we won't have
very many of the children. Keep an eye out in our
DropMock Facebook Group for updates & photos!

THE INSTAGRAM
EXPLORE PAGE

The Instagram
Explore Page
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What's new & what you need to know

Instagram recently released a brand new Explore page, adding new topic channels, a
shopping feed, Instagram Stories, and a dedicated space for IGTV! This is an
incredible asset for small brands, businesses & influencers on the platform!

PHOTO BY MARTIN R. SMITH

The explore page is designed to help profiles gain more engagement &
exposure with minimal effort. It's tailored to display new content that you
will enjoy consuming based on what you already like to engage with on
Instagram. People have been super hyped about Instagram Stories now being
featured on the explore page because it means people who don't follow your
account will still be watching your video & creative story content. If you
haven't heard the news, Instagram Stories are now more popular than
Snapchat app & people are consuming these IG stories even more than the
posts on your profile feed.

A MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
BY LOCKING YOUR MIND ON ANY GIVEN TASK, SUCCESS IS
GUARANTEED UNLESS YOU ALLOW NEGATIVE MINDED
INDIVIDUALS KNOW YOUR COMBINATION."
- JAMIE OHLER
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The ultimate summer bucket list
for entrepreneurs
20 IDEAS TO KEEP YOU GROWING, LEARNING & HAVING FUN.

1.) Read a new book

11.) Support another small business

2.) Go to a networking event

12.) Complete an online course

3.) Create a social strategy

13.) Take one day off of work

4.) Put a video on YouTube

14.) Give someone advice

5.) Talk to a business coach

15.) Memorize a new quote

6.) Grow email list

16.) Update website

7.) Practice gratitude everyday

17.) Get a five-star review

8.) Go live on Facebook

18.) Hit a revenue goal

9.) Create a happy music playlist

19.) Learn a new skill

10.) Watch "The Secret"

20.) Listen to a new podcast

THOUGHTS FROM A HIGH
PERFORMANCE COACH
How to reprogram your mind for positive thinking

KEYPOINT THOUGHTS
From the video above with Brendan Burchard.

- You don't need to reprogram your mind. You need
to program it the right way for the first time.
- Your brain loves to optimize itself.
- The highest performers in the world have been able
to discipline their mind to support positive thoughts.
- RWID: Relative, Weight, Importance, Duration.
- You are conditioning your mind to think in a certain
way with what you think about everyday.

The HD Video Contest Winners
CONGRATULATIONS!
CONTACT
TO

SUPPORT@DROPMOCK.COM

CLAIM

YOUR

CASH

PRIZE!

ARNOLD
BROWNRIDGE: $50
"Street Show" Template

We love that Arnold created an
engaging video about the Lumber
Yard he manages! His business
will stand out from the
competition because of the
power of video!

JOHN LILLY: $25
"Land Holdings" Template

We are so proud of the video
John created! He used an HD
template to create a video about
searching for the perfect home
with an apartment company!

LYNEE RESS: $10
"Freedom" Template

With Independence Day quickly
approaching in the U.S, this
video would make a perfect
social media post to share with
your audience on the 4th of July!
Great job Lynee!

CUSTOMER OF THE MONTH
JOHN

BARON

John has been consistently using DropMock to share positive
quotes on his personal Facebook page and with us in the
DropMock Facebook Group!

Contact support@dropmock.com to claim your $50 prize!

"I really enjoy using DropMock. I look forward to the
daily routine of finding the perfect image to match
the quote for the day." - John Baron
www.tbclub.co

Relaunch NOW OPEN!

Learn More

Save $60 with
coupon code:
jamiefusion60

